Direct and repeat uses of tissue sections as templates for liquid-phase polymerase chain reaction amplification: applications and implications.
The liquid-phase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique is the most commonly used method for the amplification of genetic materials, although it requires the lysis of cells for DNA or RNA extraction, making it impossible to visualize the distribution and subcellular localization of the biomolecules. This study intended to assess whether tissue sections may be directly and repeatedly used as templates for liquid-phase PCR amplifications. Consecutive paraffin sections of breast tissues were placed on gamma-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane-coated microscopic cover glasses perforated with a diamond knife into strips. After hematoxylin and eosin or immuno-staining, the strip of interest was inserted into a PCR tube for amplifications, and the adjacent strip with the same tissue was subject to microdissection, DNA extraction, and PCR amplifications. To use the strip repeatedly, it was transferred into a new PCR tube and amplified with a new primer set, after an initial amplification for 5 to 7 cycles. Then, initially amplified samples were amplified to a total of 40 cycles. An equal volume of PCR products from the strip and DNA extract were loaded side by side for electrophoresis and detection. The strip and DNA extract from the same tissue yielded a very comparable quality and quantity of PCR products with the same primer sets. The strip, however, could be repeatedly used for PCR amplifications with substantially more primer sets. In addition, the strip could be used for immunohistochemical or other molecular assays after PCR amplifications. Further studies with the same protocol on strips containing chromosomal spreads generated similar results.